
1. Folding table installation (all cars)
- Drill three 10mm holes in the left side of the module tower und countersink the holes (pic. 1). 
- Screw the screw-in nuts into the bore holes with a M6 Allen key.
- Plug the slot nuts with the countersunk screws on both sides into the rail und fasten the screws into the upper 
  two screw-in nuts. Take care, that the wooden blocks in the rail are on the upper side (pic. 2+3).
- In the screw-in nut on the bottom side, screw a M6 screw with a 7mm distance sleeve (pic. 4).
- Hang the aluminium angles on the plate into the rail, open the aluminium pillar and place it on the stopper screw 
  (pic. 5+6).
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3. Storing
- For storing you can adapt the plate to the left side of the tower module 
  with Velcro and frieze band (pic. 10, image shows Beach table).
- Becase of security measures, the angles shall point to the bottom (fol-
  ding table) respectively the back of the tower (Beach table).
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2. Beach table installation (only T5/T6 with rail inside)
- Drill a 10mm hole in the left side of the module tower and screw the screw-in nut into the bore hole with a M6 
  Allen key (pic. 7). 
- In the screw-in nut, screw a M6 screw with a 7mm distance sleeve (pic. 4).
- Hang the aluminium angles on the plate into the rail and place it on the stopper screw (pic. 8+9).
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